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political figures, which allow us to interact with our readers. 
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● Wall Street Italia. 
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Our main goal is to stimulate an informed debate among citizens, providing them with the tools 
they need to analyze and decipher the complex Italian, European and international economic 
and political scenario. Moreover, we want to offer concrete, data-driven solutions to our 
country's most important problems. By writing research reports and policy proposals, we want to 
offer solutions to companies, organizations, and institutions and contribute to the policy-making 
process in our country. 
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Abstract 
 
It is widely acknowledged that the current international corporate tax system is 
inefficient and no longer fit for its purpose.1,2 Multinational enterprises (MNE) exploit the 
loopholes arising from vulnerable tax treaties, often securing one-digit tax rates. The 
result is a general environment of decreasing corporate tax revenues for the tax rights-
bearing countries. This report capitalises on the wave of change brought by the recently 
agreed Statement on a Two-Pillar Solution to Address the Tax Challenges Arising from 
the Digitalization of the Economy to spark reflections on the international corporate 
income tax framework at a broader scale.3 This will be done in four ways. First, to 
empower the reader with the necessary tools to navigate the topic, our analysis offers a 
summary of the main corporate taxation systems. Second, we delve deep into the 
functioning of the Statement, with a particular focus on Pillar Two. Third, we step back 
and assess both the history of corporate tax treaties for the past century and the most 
widely adopted tax minimisation schemes. Lastly, a graphical analysis of several key 
indicators at the European level will pave the way for a quantitative study. In the latter, 
we evaluate the much-debated relationship between corporate tax rates and 
economic growth. Our findings, in line with an established strand of literature, suggest 
that changes in corporate income tax rates do not have statistically significant effects 
on the economy as a whole in the long run. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

 
1 OECD (2021), “Action 1 Tax Challenges Arising from Digitalisation”, available at 
https://www.oecd.org/tax/beps/beps-actions/action1/  
2 de Mooij, R. A., Klemm, M. A. D., & Perry, M. V. J. (2021), Corporate Income Taxes under Pressure: Why Reform Is Needed 
and How It Could Be Designed, International Monetary Fund, 8. 
3 OECD (2021), “Statement on a Two-Pillar Solution to Address the Tax Challenges Arising from the Digitalisation of 
the Economy”, OECD/G20 Base Erosion and Profit Shifting Project, available at: 
https://www.oecd.org/tax/beps/statement-on-a-two-pillar-solution-to-address-the-tax-challenges-arising-from-
the-digitalisation-of-the-economy-october-2021.pdf. 
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Introduction 
 
Taxing corporations has historically been a complex task for states worldwide. As 
opposed to a natural entity (an individual), a legal entity (an enterprise) can be 
particularly amorphous, making it complex for a country to assert its taxing rights. Since 
the last quarter of the twentieth century, this effort has been further troubled by two 
phenomena: i) an increasing number of national corporations evolving into 
multinational corporations and ii) the relevance of digital services and intellectual 
properties as major revenue streams for an ever-increasing number of companies. Facing 
global competition, multinational enterprises (MNEs) strived to minimise their tax burden. 
This often led to strategic shifts in the country of corporate residence for tax purposes, 
and also marked the beginning of the tax competition phenomenon. The latter process 
consists of a “race to the bottom” of corporate taxation levels between jurisdictions to 
attract foreign profits. Meanwhile, the all-encompassing process of digitalisation 
jeopardised the classic notion of value creation, with direct consequences on the 
intangible assets’ tax regulation. National and international corporate tax legislation 
has not kept pace with such disruptive changes, with twofold interlocked detrimental 
effects. First, it created severe tax imbalances not only between national and 
multinational enterprises but also between old and new economy companies. Second, 
the inadequacy of the current international tax architecture made it possible for MNEs 
and tech firms to exploit the regulatory gaps at their advantage, at the expense of the 
tax rights-bearing countries. As a result, countries worldwide face non-negligible 
bureaucratic costs to maintain a system that does not operate at its full potential. 
Willing to inaugurate a new era for the corporate tax dossier, throughout the past three 
years the OECD/G20 Inclusive Framework group has worked on drafting an innovative, 
all-encompassing international corporate tax architecture, recently agreed by 137 
jurisdictions. The OECD/G20 Inclusive Framework Statement on a Two-Pillar Solution to 
Adress the Tax Challenges Arising from the Digitalization of the Economy represents a 
milestone concerning multilateralism, embodying a globally shared vision on the future 
of international corporate taxation. The two Pillars are expected to be brought into law 
by 2022 and to come into effect by 2023.  
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1. An introduction to the subject: definitions 
 
Dealing with international corporate taxation, it is necessary to begin by introducing the 
key concepts that characterise the topic. Let’s start by hypothesising the presence of a 
three countries world: country A, country B, and country C. Let’s further assume that a 
multinational enterprise (MNE) is headquartered and registered in country A, has its 
whole production facilities and assets in country B, and its customers in country C. In this 
case, Country A is the ‘residence’ country of the corporation, Country B is the ‘source’ 
country and country C is the ‘destination’ country. Since this corporation has a multi-
national presence, the extent and the procedure by which it ought to be taxed are at 
the discretion of jurisdictions A, B, and C.4 In particular, there are three taxation systems 
countries can implement.  
 

1.1 Worldwide taxation system 
Country A adopts a ‘worldwide’ taxation system if it taxes both passive income 
payments (e.g. dividends, royalties, interests…) received from the source country (Country 
B in our case) and the active income earned abroad, once repatriated.5 The peculiarity 
of this system is that the corporation would eventually incur double taxation of its 
foreign earned income. This is because Country B can assert its taxing right on the return-
yielding capital installed within its borders. To avoid this double taxation issue, grants 
for taxes on active income imposed by the source country are generally provided by the 
residence country. Moreover, country B could also impose a withholding tax on the 
passive income taxed by country A. Since this taxation system assigns the primary taxing 
right to the residence country, it is commonly referred to as 'residence-based taxation’. 
As it will be discussed in greater depth, the worldwide taxation system suffers from a 
systemic incompatibility with the contemporary economic and juridic state of things.  

 

1.2 Territorial tax system 
The second taxation system is the so-called ‘territorial’ or ‘source-based’ one. In the 
latter framework, the country of corporate residence gives up its ambitions concerning 
active income sourced abroad. Nonetheless, it keeps taxing passive income from the 
source country.6 Therefore, the majority of the tax base accrues to source countries 
through active income taxation. It can be argued that if Country A implements a 
worldwide tax system and enforces at the same time grants for the tax paid to the source 
country, its system mimics a territorial one. As of today, the vast majority of OECD 
countries adopt a territorial system and integrate it with country-specific mechanisms 
and bilateral treaties.7 

 
4 Graetz, Michael J. (2001), “Taxing International Income: Inadequate Principles, Outdated Concepts, and 
Unsatisfactory Policies”, Tax Law Review 54: 261–336. 
5 Nersesyan, Narine (2021), "The Current International Tax Architecture: A Short Primer", Corporate Income Taxes under 
Pressure: Why Reform Is Needed and How It Could Be Designed: 23-31. 
6 Ibid.  
7 PWC, PricewaterhouseCoopers (2013), "Evolution of territorial tax systems in the oecd", available at: 
http://www.techceocouncil.org/clientuploads/reports/Report%20on%20Territorial%20Tax%20Systems_20130402
b.pdf. 
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1.3 Destination-based tax system 
The last taxation system is the ‘destination-based’ one. It straightforwardly assigns the 
primary taxing right to the countries where goods or services are used or consumed. 
Although no country has ever applied this scheme, destination-based consumption 
taxation is already common in the form of value-added and sales taxes.8 The destination-
based corporate taxation method leaves, for its nature, little room for corporations to 
engage in tax-avoidance practices and is, therefore, the system that underpins the newly 
introduced OECD/G20 Inclusive Framework on base erosion and profit shifting (BEPS) 
corporate income tax (CIT) reform. 
     

2. What’s new? ‘Statement on a Two-Pillar Solution to 
Address the Tax Challenges Arising from the 
Digitalisation of the Economy’ 

On Friday the 8th of October, 2021, 136 countries and jurisdictions joined the OECD/G20 
Inclusive Framework on BEPS ‘Statement on a Two-Pillar Solution to Address the Tax 
Challenges Arising from the Digitalisation of the Economy’.9 The document represents a 
milestone achievement with regards to multilateralism and seeks to augment the 
efficiency and fairness of the current global CIT framework. Crowning the efforts of a 
decade-long project, the Statement, articulated in two pillars, will be officially 
implemented in 2023.  

2.1 Structure 

Pillar One  
This Pillar targets circa 100 MNEs with global consolidated group revenues above €20 
billion and profitability above 10%.10 Contingent to successful implementation, the 
turnover threshold will be lowered to € 10 billion in 2030.11 The in-scope MNEs will have to 
allocate 25% of profits above 10% revenue to market jurisdictions following a 
destination-based allocation key.12 Jurisdictions are eligible to exert these taxing rights 
on an in-scope MNE only if the latter earns at least € 1 million in revenues within the 
jurisdiction’s borders (reduced to €250,000 for jurisdictions with GDP less than €40 
billion).13 A yet to be established Multilateral Convention (MLC) will moreover ensure that 
all parties remove or commit not to introduce in the future any type of Digital Services 
Taxes to any company.14 Noteworthy, all MNEs active in the extractives and regulated 

 
8 de Mooij, Ruud, and Alexander Klemm (2021), "Why and How to Tax Corporate Income," Corporate Income Taxes 
under Pressure: Why Reform Is Needed and How It Could Be Designed: 11-22. 
9 OECD (2021), “Statement on a Two-Pillar Solution to Address the Tax Challenges Arising from the Digitalisation of 
the Economy”, OECD/G20 Base Erosion and Profit Shifting Project, available at: 
https://www.oecd.org/tax/beps/statement-on-a-two-pillar-solution-to-address-the-tax-challenges-arising-from-
the-digitalisation-of-the-economy-october-2021.pdf.  
10 Ibid.  
11 Ibid.  
12 Ibid.  
13 Ibid.  
14 Ibid.  
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financial services industries are excluded from the scope of Pillar One.15 This is because 
the profit of these industries is already tied to the place where it is earned.16   

Pillar Two 
To limit as much as possible the erosion of jurisdictions' tax base, several rules have 
been developed. They seek to: 

● Establish minimum taxation while avoiding double taxation or taxation where 
there is no economic profit. 

● Cope with both different tax systems and different business operational 
models. 

● Ensure transparency and a level playing field. 
● Minimise administrative and compliance costs. 

Intending to describe the functioning of a global minimum CIT, the second Pillar works 
through three rules and targets MNEs with total consolidated group revenue above 
€750 million. The first two rules create the Global anti-Base Erosion Rules (GloBE) and 
state that:  

 
1. If the foreign CIT paid by an MNE is lower than 15%, say x%, the in-scope MNE 

subsidiary will be required to pay to its parent country 15% less x% of its income.17 
This is called the Income Inclusion Rule (IIR).  

2.  Unless the MNE intra-group payments are already taxed at a minimum rate of 
15%, the parent country can deny tax deductions or impose a 15% top-up tax on 
intra-group payments.18 This is the Undertaxed Payment Rule (UTPR). UTPR does 
not apply to MNEs that have been in the scope of Pillar Two for less than five 
years, have a maximum of €50 million in foreign tangible assets, and operate in 
no more than five other jurisdictions.19 This rule will come into effect in 2024.  
 

The GloBE rules will also provide a de minimis exclusion for those jurisdictions where the 
MNE has revenues of less than €10 million and profits of less than €1 million.20 Lastly, the 
Subject to Tax Rule (STTR), allows source jurisdictions to impose limited source taxation 
on certain related-party payments subject to tax below a minimum rate.21 The STTR 
minimum tax rate is 9% and is creditable as a covered tax under the IIR and UTPR.22 
        

 
15 Ibid.  
16 OECD (2021), “Frequently Asked Questions”, available at: https://www.oecd.org/tax/beps/faq/.  
17 OECD (2021), “Statement on a Two-Pillar Solution to Address the Tax Challenges Arising from the Digitalisation of 
the Economy”, OECD/G20 Base Erosion and Profit Shifting Project, available at: 
https://www.oecd.org/tax/beps/statement-on-a-two-pillar-solution-to-address-the-tax-challenges-arising-from-
the-digitalisation-of-the-economy-october-2021.pdf. 
18 Ibid.  
19 Ibid.  
20 Ibid.  
21 Ibid.  
22 Ibid.  
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It is worth making clear why the minimum CIT rate of 15% was agreed upon in the first 
place. As stated by the OECD itself, this choice has to be seen as a political 
compromise between the various involved parties.23 Indeed, Inclusive Framework 
countries and jurisdictions with competitively low CIT have lobbied to reach an 
agreement with a GMT as low as possible. At the same time, other major players with 
high CIT rates were pushing for a much higher GMT to significantly broaden their tax 
base.  
 

2.2 Pillar Two, functioning  
To better understand the mechanisms behind the aforementioned GMT proposal, it can 
be explanatory to analyse some Pillar Two simulations. 
As presented in Table 1, suppose that an MNE is resident in country X and sells its goods 
through its subsidiaries in countries Y and Z (market countries). Row 1 summarises the 
different revenues that the MNE collects in the various countries. Row 2 illustrates the 
country-by-country profit shares, assuming a homogeneous profit margin of 30%. Overall, 
the MNE had revenues of 1000 and profits of 300, with taxes to be allocated among 
countries X, Y, and Z. Each country can freely choose its CIT rate. For the sake of the 
discussion, we assume the statutory CIT rates to be, respectively, 21%, 13%, and 24% (row 
4). The MNE’s total tax liabilities to be handed out to the different countries are 
calculated in row 5. Applying Pillar Two to the presented example, more tax revenues 
will accrue to country X, leaving unchanged the other countries’ tax revenues (row 6). In 
particular, since country Y has a rate lower than 15%, country X can claim a 2% (15% 
minus 13%) compensation on profits made in country Y, therefore increasing its tax 
revenues from 31,5 to 34,5.  
 

Table 1: Pillar Two simulations 

   

 MNE Country X Country Y Country Z 

1 Revenues 1000 500 400 100 

2 Profits 300 150 120 30 

3 Profits/ Revenues - 50% 40% 10% 

4 Tax rate - 21% 13% 24% 

5 Total (pre-GMT) 54.3 31.5 15.6 7.2 

6 Total (post-GMT) 57.3 34.5 15.6 7.2 

 
 
 

 
23 OECD (2021), “Frequently Asked Questions”, available at: https://www.oecd.org/tax/beps/faq/ 
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2.3 Expected recovered revenues 
As previously exposed, the GMT provides residence countries with the means to recover 
a fraction of the revenue lost due to international CIT competition. According to some 
recent OECD projections, the implementation of the two Pillars is expected to greatly 
broaden the Inclusive Framework countries’ tax base.24 Table 2 depicts the revenue 
gains that might be achieved through the actuation of the plan (the gains would be 
0 if the current taxation system is kept in place). The estimated recovered revenue 
deriving from the adoption of Pillars 1 and 2, expressed as a percentage of global CIT 
revenues, is between 1.9% and 3.2%. This corresponds to $47-81 billion of recovered 
revenues. Governments all over the world will therefore dispose of non-negligible 
additional revenues. Overall, by adopting the two Pillars, taxing rights of more than $ 125 
billion of profit are expected to be reallocated to market jurisdictions each year.25  

Table 2: Expected recovered revenues 

   

Estimated global tax revenue gains In % of global CIT 
revenues 

In UDS billion 

Pillar One 0.2%-0.5% 5-12 

Pillar Two Direct revenue 
gains 

0.9%-1.7% 23-42 

Additional gains 
from reduced profit 

shifting  

1.7%-2.8% 19-28 

Total Pillar Two 1.7%-2.8% 42-70 

Total Pillar One and Pillar Two 1.9%-3.2% 47-81 

 

3. How did we get there? History of CIT treaties 
  

Historically, corporations were seen as legal entities tightly connected to their owner. 
This view resulted in corporations being taxed indirectly through the owner's income tax, 
following the so-called "integration system".26 Despite being, economically speaking, 
more efficient (income gets taxed only once), the integration system proved not to be 

 
24 OECD (2020), “Tax Challenges Arising from Digitalisation - Economic Impact Assessment”, Inclusive Framework on 
BEPS, OECD/G20 Base Erosion and Profit Shifting Project. 
25 OECD (2021), “International community strikes a ground-breaking tax deal for the digital age”, available at: 
https://www.oecd.org/tax/beps/international-community-strikes-a-ground-breaking-tax-deal-for-the-digital-
age.htm.  
26 de Mooij, Ruud, and Alexander Klemm (2021), "Why and How to Tax Corporate Income," Corporate Income Taxes 
under Pressure: Why Reform Is Needed and How It Could Be Designed: 11-22. 
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compatible with the process of corporations going global. One example of this system’s 
fragility is given by the imputation credits. Given that they are generally not provided for 
foreign corporate income tax paid, this may lead to distortionary effects in the 
international capital markets.27 In 1894 the integration system was replaced in the US 
with the “classical” system (corporations and owners’ income taxed separately) under 
the US Revenue Act. In 1909, after several years of disputes, the US federal corporate 
income tax was officially implemented.28  
 

3.1 1920-46 Framework 
Beginning from the 1920s, the CIT dossier crossed the US borders, becoming a central 
theme in the international community’s agenda. In 1928, the League of Nations enacted 
the Report on Double Taxation and Tax Evasion. Under this framework, taxing rights were 
assigned both to residence and source countries. Meanwhile, various bilateral 
conventions were established to avoid double taxation for the foreign-earned income, 
therefore creating a quasi-territorial system.29 Although the premises of the Report on 
Double Taxation and Tax Evasion remained the cornerstone of international taxation for 
several decades to follow, the jurisdiction with primary taxing rights changed in response 
to the draft of new treaties. For instance, in the 1943 Mexico City meeting, the primary 
taxing right was assigned to the state of the source of income, therefore benefitting the 
Latin American developing countries (League of Nations, 1946). Nevertheless, the Mexico 
model was abandoned only three years later. In the 1946 London meeting of the League 
of Nations Fiscal Committee, the primary taxing right was assigned back to the residence 
countries. 
 

3.2 OECD and UN models 
The latter framework was further developed by the Fiscal Committee of the Organisation 
for European Economic Cooperation (OEEC) during the post-war European economic 
reconstruction. The work of what became the Organisation for Economic Co-operation 
and Development (OECD) was published in 1963, under the Draft Double Taxation 
Convention on Income and on Capital. A second version of the Double Taxation 
Convention was released in 1977, to account for the evolution of several sectors. In 
general, the OECD model seeks to mitigate double taxation by severely restricting the 
taxing rights of the source countries, benefitting the OECD capital-exporting states.30 

 
27 Department of the Treasury (1992), “Integration of the Individual and Corporate Tax Systems:  
Taxing Business Income Once” Washington, DC: Government Printing Office. 
28 Kornhauser, Marjorie E. (1990), "Corporate regulation and the origins of the corporate income tax", Indiana law 
journal 66: 55-136. 
29 Leduc, Sébastien, and Geerten Michielse (2021), "Are Tax Treaties Worth It for Developing Economies?", Corporate 
Income Taxes under Pressure: Why Reform Is Needed and How It Could Be Designed (2021): 123-174. 
30 Arnold, Brian (2013), "An introduction to tax treaties", available at: 
https://www.un.org/esa/ffd/wp-content/uploads/2015/10/TT_Introduction_Eng.pdf.  
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Figure 1: History of Corporate Income Tax Treaties 

 
Willing to assign a greater tax base to developing countries, the United Nations drafted 
the Manual for the Negotiation of Bilateral Tax treaties between Developed and 
Developing Countries, which led, in 1980, to the publication of the United Nations Model 
Taxation Convention between Developed and Developing Countries. Although both the 
OECD and the UN models have periodically been revised and updated since their 
inception, the last quarter of the 20th century witnessed the rise of major challenges 
concerning international corporate taxation. Problems arose due to the spread of two 
phenomena: national corporations becoming global corporations and the 
affirmation of the tech sector. The first process jeopardises the notion of firms' 
residence, the second the notion of source of income.31 Indeed, countries willing to 
attract foreign direct investments began engaging in tax competition, favoured by the 
ease by which corporations could manipulate both residence and source-related CIT. 
Tax competition has been so fierce that several countries completely removed the CIT.32 
This process has contributed, throughout the last 4 decades, to a dramatic race to the 
bottom of the world average CIT. 

 
31 Palmisano, Samuel J (2006), "The globally integrated enterprise." Foreign affairs: 127-136. 
32 Şahin Akkaya, Ferda Yerdelen Tatoglu, and Ufuk Bakkal (2021), “Fiscal Competition and Public Expenditure 
Composition in the Era of Globalization: Panel Data Analysis.”, Theoretical and applied economics 28: 167–182. 
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3.3 Post-1998 CIT evolution 
Throughout the 1990s the OECD began to address these issues by identifying and 
monitoring preferential tax regimes, to tackle tax competition. During the 1998 Forum on 
Harmful Tax Practices, several criteria were established to assess the harmfulness 
(towards other countries’ tax base) of CIT policies. They were:  having no or low effective 
tax rate (giveaway criterion), ring-fencing of regimes, lack of transparency, and lack of 
effective exchange of information. The Forum’s work continued in the years to come, with 
35 non-OECD tax havens being identified in 2001. In 2009, all jurisdictions were 
removed from the list. The attention towards sub-optimal CIT dynamics was further 
enhanced with the 2013 G20/OECD BEPS (Base Erosion and Profit Shifting) Project. To 
set specific targets to tackle base-eroding and profit shifting practices, the G20 and 
OECD jointly drafted and adopted a 15-point Action Plan (Figure 2). 

 

 Figure 2: The BEPS action plan 
 

Willing to broaden the BEPS consensus to the remaining parties and to ensure a 
worldwide implementation of the Action Plan, in 2016 the OECD and G20 established 
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the Inclusive Framework on BEPS. As of today, the G20/OECD Inclusive Framework on 
BEPS encompasses 140 countries and 90% of global GDP.33 The 2021 OECD/G20 
Inclusive Framework on BEPS ‘Statement on a Two-Pillar Solution to Address the Tax 
Challenges Arising from the Digitalisation of the Economy’ is the final product resulting 
from 8 years of international cooperation and multilateral negotiations around the Base 
Erosion and Profit Shifting Project. Its two-pillar structure has been first proposed in a 
2019 Policy Note.  

4. Popular tax-minimising practices 
 
Corporations engage in base-eroding profit shifting practices to reduce or eliminate 
their tax burden. Before delving into the different tax-minimising methods, it can be 
useful to analyse why such practices happen in the first place. Firstly, given the significant 
costs associated with tax avoidance (e.g. experts' fees, reputational harm, and 
government prosecution), it is realistic to postulate the presence of a relevant barrier to 
entry for firms willing to undertake tax-minimising activities. A company would eventually 
adopt an aggressive tax behaviour when compliance is more expensive than the 
avoidance-related fixed and operating costs. Secondly, although tax avoidance 
unquestionably increases the post-tax firms' value, these gains do not always translate 
into an increased firm value. In that regard, Desai and Dharmapala report that the tax 
avoidance net effect on firm value (as measured by Tobin's q) is positive for firms 
with candid corporate governance.34 In such a framework, the capital not paid in taxes 
can be reinvested, for example, shares buyback or R&D, consequently increasing the firm 
value. Poor corporate governance has been found to increase opportunities for rent 
diversion by managers, de facto offsetting the tax avoidance-related gains. The study 
concludes that CIT minimising strategies have, on average for US firms (1993-2001 
period), no effect on firms value, invalidating the belief that tax avoidance is simply a 
transfer from the public sector to shareholders.35 To sum up, only large corporations 
embark on complex tax avoidance schemes due to a non-negligible barrier to entry; for 
those who succeed in hiding profits from the tax base, the outcome on firm value 
depends on the quality of corporate governance. 
  

4.1 Worldwide tax system tax-minimising practices 
Corporations adapt their tax-minimising strategies depending on the nature of the 
parent country's CIT framework (worldwide or territorial). In a worldwide tax system, 
where the majority of the tax base accrues to the residence countries, corporations focus 
mainly on three methods of tax avoidance: 
  

1) Avoidance through deferral: given that grants for taxes paid to source countries 
on active income are provided by the parent (residence) country only at the time 
of earnings repatriation, corporations can ultimately decide to pay taxes on 
foreign earnings to the residence or source countries. Whenever the residence 
country’s tax rate on foreign active income is higher than the source country’s tax 

 
33 OECD (2021), “Developing Countries and the OECD/G20 Inclusive Framework on BEPS”, available at: 
https://www.oecd.org/tax/beps/developing-countries-and-the-oecd-g20-inclusive-framework-on-beps.pdf.  
34 Desai, Mihir A., and Dhammika Dharmapala (2009), "Corporate tax avoidance and firm value", The review of 
Economics and Statistics 91.3: 537-546. 
35 Ibid. 
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rate on active income, the optimal strategy for a corporation is to defer earnings 
repatriation to avoid paying that tax in the residence country. When this 
happens, the residence country is deprived of a great share of CIT revenues, while 
sustaining at the same time elevated bureaucratic costs. Such circumstances 
could trigger a shift towards a territorial system.36 This tax avoidance method has 
been widely adopted in the US before the country shifted to territoriality in 2017. 
In that year, unrepatriated earnings amounted to $ 2,6 trillion.37 

2) Manipulation of residence: to establish their corporate residence in a certain 
country, companies are requested to satisfy precise conditions. For example, a 
common requirement is to have the place of central management and control, 
place of meetings of the board of directors, and jurisdiction of incorporation all 
in the same country.38 In a tightly integrated world market, corporations can easily 
manipulate their corporate residency, with straightforward residence tax-
related consequences. Indeed, countries that need to attract foreign direct 
investments may engage in tax competition to lure corporations. This process has 
contributed, throughout the last 4 decades, to a dramatic race to the bottom of 
the CIT, to the point that some jurisdictions completely removed it. As of today, 15 
countries in the world have a CIT equal to zero.39 One popular strategy of 
residence manipulation has been the so-called “Double Irish”. In this framework, 
the foreign subsidiary of a US corporation is headquartered in Ireland (IRL1) and 
sells the parent company's products to the foreign market. Intangible assets and 
royalties are then transferred to a second Ireland-registered subsidiary (IRL2) 
which is managed and controlled from a no-tax jurisdiction such as Bermuda. In 
this way, the corporation can easily achieve a one-digit CIT rate on its foreign 
profits since neither jurisdiction taxed the income of IRL240. Before Ireland closed 
the window for this practice in 2015 by changing its definition of residence, the 
subsidiary was considered to be Irish under the US parent company definition, and 
from the no-tax jurisdiction according to the Irish definition. Corporations still 
broadly base their tax avoidance methods on the exploitation of the 
discrepancies between countries' definitions of corporate residence. 

3) Corporate inversion: this is an often-used international M&A operation that 
enables MNEs to change their residence. To invert its residency, a corporation (C1) 
sets up a merger with a foreign company (C2) resident in a low or no-tax 
jurisdiction. C1 then becomes a C2 subsidiary. The same result can be achieved 
by the parent company by becoming a subsidiary (SUB1) of a subsidiary that it 
previously created into a low-tax jurisdiction (SUB2).41 SUB2, therefore, becomes 
the new parent company. Corporate inversion is a convenient method to lower 
firms' tax burden since it requires no structural changes into the company's 
structure (e.g. no change of shareholders or place of effective management). 
Analysing the M&A of 60 US MNEs from 1983 to 2015, CBO estimates that the 

 
36 Nakayama, Kiyoshi, and Victoria Perry (2021), "Residence-Based Taxation: A History and Current Issues", Corporate 
Income Taxes under Pressure: Why Reform Is Needed and How It Could Be Designed: 107-121. 
37 Michael Keen et al. (2018), “The Tax Cuts and Jobs Act: An Appraisal”, International Monetary Fund. 
38 Ault, Hugh J., Brian J. Arnold, and Guy Gest (2010), “Comparative Income Taxation: a Structural Analysis”, Kluwer Law 
International. 
39 KPMG (2021), “Corporate Tax Tables”, available at: https://home.kpmg/xx/en/home/services/tax/tax-tools-and-
resources/tax-rates-online/corporate-tax-rates-table.html.  
40 Nakayama, Kiyoshi, and Victoria Perry (2021), "Residence-Based Taxation: A History and Current Issues", Corporate 
Income Taxes under Pressure: Why Reform Is Needed and How It Could Be Designed: 107-121. 
41 Ibid. 
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average saving in each firm's global corporate taxes the year following the 
inversion is around $45 million.42 

 

4.2 Territorial tax system tax-minimising practices 
Since 2000, the OECD countries that have been more exposed to the aforementioned 
practices were the UK, Japan, and the US.43 Given the poor revenues (and non-negligible 
costs) associated with the worldwide tax system, these countries shifted to a territorial 
tax system respectively in 2009, 2009, and 2017. Nevertheless, even the territorial system 
may be subject to base-eroding practices. The two main mechanisms by which 
multinational corporations minimise their source-based CIT obligations are: 
  

1) Exploiting transfer pricing operations.  The term ‘transfer pricing’ refers to 
prices in transactions between associated enterprises.44 Multinational 
corporations exploit transfer pricing operations, for example, by deliberately 
deflating export costs from high tax to low-tax countries.45 Theoretically, 
internal transactions should be carried out according to the ‘arm’s length 
principle’, which states that intragroup prices should be valued at the prices that 
would have been charged to unrelated parties.46 The issue of transfer pricing 
abuses is particularly pressing for two reasons. First, because the magnitude that 
intragroup trade has reached is overwhelming. According to the World Trade 
Organization, in 2018 about 80% of global trade is within multinational 
enterprises. Second, because of the difficulty, if not impossibility, to evaluate the 
intangibles sector adherence to the arm's length principle. Although the OECD 
established precise guidelines on transfer pricing in 1995, the problem of lack of 
comparability between hard-to-price services remains prominent.  

2) Location of IP. Corporations whose income derives from intellectual properties 
(i.e. goodwill, patents, trademarks, copyright, software, inventions, and designs) 
have been found to deliberately choose where to locate the IP ownership to 
minimise the IP-related taxes. Dischinger and Riedel found empirical evidence 
that the location of IPs is systematically biased toward jurisdictions with low tax 
rates on IP boxes.47 Interestingly, the relocation procedure commonly takes place 
before the IP is fully developed when its potential value is only known to the 
company.48 This is done to avoid paying the capital gain taxes that may be levied 
towards an already-working IP.  

 

  

 
42 The Congressional Budget Office (2017), “An Analysis of Corporate Inversions”, available at: 
https://www.cbo.gov/system/files/115th-congress-2017-2018/reports/53093-inversions.pdf.  
43 Nersesyan, Narine (2021), "The Current International Tax Architecture: A Short Primer", Corporate Income Taxes 
under Pressure: Why Reform Is Needed and How It Could Be Designed: 23-31. 
44 Wittendorff, Jens (2010), “Transfer pricing and the arm's length principle in international tax law”, Kluwer Law 35. 
45 Beer Sebastian, Ruud A. de. Mooij, and Li Liu (2018) “International Corporate Tax Avoidance”, International Monetary 
Fund. 
46 Ibid. 
47 Dischinger Matthias, Nadine Riedel (2011), “Corporate Taxes and the Location of Intangible Assets Within 
Multinational Firms”, Journal of public economics 95: 691–707. 
48 Beer Sebastian, Ruud A. de. Mooij, and Li Liu (2018) “International Corporate Tax Avoidance”, International Monetary 
Fund 
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5. Trends in Corporate tax rates and revenues  
 
To better understand why a minimum corporate income tax has been introduced in the 
first place, it can be useful to analyse how several indicators changed over time. The 
first part of this section is concerned with the identification, through a cross-country 
comparison, of several descriptive statistics. They are statutory corporate tax rate and 
corporate tax revenues as a share of both GDP and total taxation. The second part 
presents a study of the ratio of collectable tax deficits under Pillar Two as a share of 
corporate tax revenues. This indicator is a useful proxy to measure the extent to which 
the minimum corporate income tax impacts countries’ tax base. 
 

 
5.1 Statutory Corporate Tax Rates  
 

  
Figure 3: Statutory Corporate Tax Rates 2000-2021 

Statutory corporate tax rates (SCT) are defined as the “headline tax rates faced by 
corporations measuring the marginal tax paid on an additional unit of income in the 
absence of other provisions in the tax code”.49 Since 2000, most European countries 
shared a marked downward trend in SCT. As of 2021, Hungary, Switzerland, and Ireland 
display the lowest SCT levels of the sample, respectively equal to 9%, 9%, and 13%.  At 
the global level and for the same period, every continent experienced a decline in the 
average SCT.50 The OECD countries displayed the most significant drop (8.5%), followed 
by the African ones (7.3%).51  
  
Nevertheless, SCT should not be considered as a satisfactory proxy for the tax rate paid 
by corporations. This is because the SCT fails to account for fiscal depreciation rules 

 
49 OECD (2019), “Corporate Tax Statistics - first edition” 8 
50 Ibid., 11 
51 Ibid., 11 
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and other deductions taking place on a country-by-country basis.52 The result is a non-
homogenous comparison of tax rates. The effective corporate tax rate (ECT) has 
therefore been introduced to capture the effects of the aforementioned deductions on 
the tax rates, delivering a proper means to draw international comparisons. Not 
surprisingly, the average ECT across OECD jurisdictions in 2019 (20.5%) is lower than the 
average SCT rate (21.6%).53 
On that note, the ECT for publicly listed companies in advanced economies has 
decreased too, from nearly 43% in 1993 to 31% as of 2015.54 
 
 

5.2 Corporate Tax Revenues/Gdp 

 
Figure 4: Corporate Tax Revenues/Gdp 

 
At the OECD level, corporate tax revenues over GDP slightly increased between 2000 
and 2018. Nevertheless, this general trend encompasses contrasting sub-trends 
happening at the national level and influenced by the specific countries’ fiscal 
attractiveness. As of 2018, the highest values are those displayed by Norway and 
Luxembourg, respectively of 6.50% and 6.30%. A similar micro and macro trend are 
shown by the corporate tax revenues as a share of total taxation. 

  
5.3 Corporate Tax Revenue/Total Taxation 

 
 

Figure 4: Corporate Tax Revenues/Total Taxation 

 
52 Ibid., 16. 
53 Ibid., 17. 
54 McKinsey & Company (2015), “Playing to win: the new global competition for corporate profits” 
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The evolution over time of corporate tax revenue as a share of total taxation could be 
explained by changes in the following variables: 

-    Effective corporate tax rates: countries without a competitive corporate tax 
regime, such as France and Italy, experienced considerable losses in 
corporate tax revenues. 

-     Stage of the economic cycle and the degree of cyclicality in the corporate 
tax system.  

-      Presence of other types of taxation such as personal income and 
consumption taxes. 

 
As of 2018, the highest corporate tax revenue/total taxation values at the European 
level are those of Norway, Luxembourg, and Ireland. They were respectively equal to 
16.4%, 15.9%, and 14.2%. It is not surprising to find 2 out of 3 countries displaying the 
highest values in both corporate tax revenues as a share of GDP and total taxation, the 
two indicators are indeed influenced by the same general corporate taxation patterns. 
In that regard, the Irish case deserves a specific mention. In the country, the approach 
towards corporate taxation has profoundly changed throughout the past 30 years. In 
1990 corporate tax revenues represented 4,9% of total taxation, while they account for 
almost 15% in 2018. 
 

5.4 Collectible Tax Deficits / Corporate Tax Revenues  
 
The last indicator presented aims to identify the collectable tax deficits (arising from the 
Pillar Two 15% corporate tax) as a share of the actual corporate tax revenues for selected 
European countries. This indicator, therefore, estimates how much a country may 
benefit from the Pillar Two introduction. Noteworthy, in this analysis, we do not 
consider how Pillar Two will impact MNEs’ decisions on how to restructure their presence 
in certain countries for tax purposes. The result of our study is therefore likely to be 
upward biased towards low tax jurisdictions. The numerator of our indicator captures 
the taxes that could no longer be avoided by MNEs at the national level as a 
consequence of the minimum corporate income tax agreement. In other words, the 
collectable tax deficit captures the amount of tax revenues a country would collect from 
the MNEs headquartered in its borders after the OECD/G20 Inclusive Framework 
agreement55. For the denominator, we rely on the 2018 OECD country-by-country 
estimates of total corporate tax revenues56.  

 
55 The datasets used to estimate European collectable tax deficits have been sourced from both the OECD country-
by-country 2016 data and Tørsløv, Wier and Zucman (2018). 
56 The webpage of the dataset used, OECD.Stat, is https://stats.oecd.org/Index.aspx?DataSetCode=CTS_REV  
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Figure 5: Collectible Tax Deficits / Corporate Tax Revenues 

 
As clearly shown by the graph above, European competitive tax regimes seem to be 
the main gainers from Pillar Two. However, MNEs are not likely to maintain their 
headquarters in those countries given the homogeneous corporate tax rate.57 This would 
in turn increase the tax base for the less competitive tax regimes such as France, 
Germany, and Italy.  
 

6. Tax Rates and Economic Growth: An Empirical Approach 
 
In this section, we address the question of whether the level of a country's corporate 
tax rate can influence its economic growth. Stated differently, are policies aimed at 
reducing the corporate tax rate helpful in boosting a country's GDP growth? This issue is 
particularly relevant, as it allows us to analytically understand the impact that the tax 
structure of a country has on economic growth. It also helps to contextualise the possible 
effects of the introduction of the Global Minimum Tax (GMT). The new international 
taxation system proposed by the OECD/G20 framework will probably affect the tax 
structure of the countries and then is very helpful to give a quantitative reference of his 
impact on an important variable (such as GDP). The methodological rigour we applied 
(see the appendix for the technicalities) in both data collection and modelling ensures a 
reliable result. 

 

6.1 Literature review 
The literature on the subject is vast, both in terms of topics addressed and of different 
methodological choices.58 First, it is necessary to distinguish the geographical area 

 
57 Barake, M., Neef, T., Chouc, P. E., & Zucman, G. (2021), “Collecting the tax deficit of multinational companies 
simulations for the European Union” (Doctoral dissertation, EU Tax Observatory), 24. 
58 It is important to remember the following: using empirical techniques to explain causal links in macroeconomic 
variables is an interesting exercise but not without risks. The main one is certainly the use of aggregate dates, which 
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analysed. Most of the papers focus on the American system, which is particularly 
attractive given its internal organisation based on states with fiscal autonomy. In 
particular, the studies on the effects of the corporate tax rate on wages and inequality 
pertain to this field of study.59,60 Second, other analyses focus on the impact of the 
corporate tax rate (and specifically of tax competition) on the profit shifting 
phenomenon. The most recent and relevant works on the latter topic are the ones of 
Bratta, Santomartino and Acciari and Barake, Neef, Chouc, and Zucman.61,62 Other 
relevant works related to tax competition are the ones that estimate the impact of 
these policies on governments' tax revenues. The work of Akkaya, TatoĞlu, and Bakkal 
relates to this strand of literature.63 Additional research is dedicated to quantifying 
heterogeneous corporate tax base spillovers and the relationship between economic 
uncertainty and the corporate tax rate.64,65  
As shown in the previous sections, the average level of taxation has been decreasing in 
recent decades, reflecting both the dominant economic theory and an increasing degree 
of tax competition. Several traditional economic models tend to identify a negative 
correlation between levels of taxation and economic growth since taxation negatively 
affects both the cost of capital and total factor productivity.66,67 Following the strands of 
literature on the subject, it has been concluded that the optimal level of taxation should 
be zero.68 Nevertheless, this conclusion does not appear particularly convincing: a 
growing body of literature has attempted to explain how non-zero taxation has different 
beneficial effects on the economy.69,70 

At the theoretical level, abundant work has been conducted to quantify and test the 
effect of corporate tax rates on economic growth. Gordon and Lee, using a dataset of 
70 countries over a very wide period (1970-1997), found a negative correlation between 
corporate tax rates and the percentage change in GDP per capita.71  The methodology 
and results of this work have been taken as a standard for much of the research on the 

 
cannot consider the peculiarities of the economies under consideration. Lucas' (1976) paper is the first and most 
important contribution on the subject; for a general discussion of the topic, see Roncaglia (2019). 
59 Gravelle, J. C. (2011), “Corporate tax incidence: a review of empirical estimates and analysis”, Washington, DC: 
Congressional Budget Office. 
60 Nallareddy, S., Rouen, E., & Serrato, J. C. S. (2018), “Do corporate tax cuts increase income inequality?”, National 
Bureau of Economic Research. 
61 Bratta, B., Santomartino, V., & Acciari, P. (2021), “Assessing profit shifting using Country-by-Country Reports: a non-
linear response to tax rate differentials”, Ministry of Economy and Finance, Department of Finance WP, n.11. 
62 Barake, M., Neef, T., Chouc, P. E., & Zucman, G. (2021), “Collecting the tax deficit of multinational companies 
simulations for the European Union”, Research Report EU Tax Observatory. 
63 Akkaya, Ş., Tatoğlu, F. Y., & Bakkal, U. (2021), “Fiscal competition and public expenditure composition in the era of 
globalization: Panel data analysis”, Theoretical & Applied Economics, 28(1). 
64 Naitram, S. (2021), “Quantifying heterogeneous corporate tax base spillovers in Europe” 
65 Clance, M., Gozgor, G., Gupta, R., & Lau, C. K. M. (2021), “The Relationship Between Economic Policy Uncertainty 
And Corporate Tax Rates”, Annals of Financial Economics, 16(01) 
66 This of course has also influenced the construction of macroeconomic models used by many important institutions, 
such as the Tax Foundation General Equilibrium Model, which suggests quite severe repercussions should the level of 
taxation in the US be increased. For further discussion, see Watson and McBride (2021). 
67 Djankov, S., T. Ganser, C. McLiesh, R. Ramalho, and A. Shleifer (2010), “The E_ect of Corporate 
Taxes on Investment and Entrepreneurship”, American Economic Journal: Macroeconomics 2 (3), 31-64 
68 Atkeson, A., V. V. Chari, and P. J. Kehoe (1999), “Taxing Capital Income: A Bad Idea”, Federal Reserve Bank of 
Minneapolis Quarterly Review 23 (3), 3-17. 
69 For example, by shifting the tax burden away from labour taxation or by using the resources collected to finance 
more productive public spending. For further discussion, see Aghion et al (2013) and Jones et al (1993). 
70 See, for example: Aghion, P., U. Akcigit, and J. Fernandez-Villaverde (2013), “Optimal capital versus labour taxation 
with innovation-led growth”,  NBER working paper 19086; or: Jones, L. E., R. E. Manuelli, and P. E. Rossi (1993), “Optimal 
Taxation in Models of Endogenous Growth”, Journal of Political Economy 101 (3), 485-517. 
71 Lee, Y., & Gordon, R. H. (2005), “Tax structure and economic growth”, Journal of public economics, 89(5-6), 1027-
1043. 
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subject in the years to come and significantly contributed to orienting the literature.72 A 
negative correlation was also obtained by authors who used the fraction of corporate 
income tax in total revenue as a proxy for the corporate tax rate.73 An increase in 
corporate taxation was consequently found to have a stronger negative effect on growth 
compared to the one of the personal income tax.74  Nevertheless, Gechert and 
Heimberger recall that both the empirical work of Widmalm and Angelopoulos et al came 
to opposite conclusions, even adopting Gordon and Lee’s methodology. This strand of 
literature estimates a positive (albeit fragile) correlation between corporate tax rate 
and economic growth.75,76,77,78   

The empirical results on the relationship between corporate tax rate and economic 
growth are very heterogeneous. Beyond the methodological choices made, this may 
suggest that the different tax policies pursued over the past decades may have not been 
decisive in stimulating economic activity across countries.  
 
6.2 Data 
Our panel data consists of 22 European countries observed over the 1995-2017 
period.79 We chose these countries for two reasons. First, by using a panel of European 
countries we can deliver an analysis based on a limited geographical area. Second, 
this allows us to deal with common macroeconomic trends for all the countries, an 
assumption we would not have been able to make had the panel been composed of 
non-European countries. 

Corporate tax rate data derives from the Tax Foundation database. As shown in Figure 
6, the corporate tax rate varied significantly throughout the analysed period. While 
in 1995 the average value among the surveyed countries was around 34%, in 2017 it was 
just over 22%. Interestingly, there is also a different variability between the two periods: 
in 1995 not only was the average level higher but there was also more heterogeneity in 
the rate values (standard error = 3.77) than in 2017 (standard error = 1.70). This is probably 
due to a convergence of policies across countries. 

 
72 For example, the hypothesis of the corporate tax rate as endogenous with respect to economic growth seems 
convincing. The use of an IV is therefore an interesting strategy to capture the exogenous effect of rate changes. For 
a more detailed discussion, see Gordon and Lee (2005). 
73 Arnold, J. M., B. Brys, C. Heady, _A. Johansson, C. Schwellnus, and L. Vartia (2011), “Tax Policy for Economic Recovery 
and Growth”, The Economic Journal 121 (550), F59-F80 
74 For example, the hypothesis of the corporate tax rate as endogenous with respect to economic growth seems 
convincing. The use of an IV is therefore an interesting strategy to capture the exogenous effect of rate changes. For 
a more detailed discussion, see Gordon and Lee (2005). 
75 Gechert, S. und P. Heimberger (2021), “Do corporate tax cuts boost economic growth?”, IMK Working Paper, 210. 
76 Widmalm, F. (2001), "Tax structure and growth: Are some taxes better than others?”, Public Choice 107 (3/4), 199-
219. 
77 Angelopoulos, K., G. Economides, and P. Kammas (2007), “Tax-spending policies and economic growth: Theoretical 
predictions and evidence from the OECD”, European Journal of Political Economy 23 (4), 885-902. 
78 These two papers both used a panel of 23 OECD countries, taken in different historical periods: 1965-1990 for 
Wildman (2001) and 1970-2000 for Angelopoulos et al (2007). 
79 Austria, Belgium, Cyprus, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, 
Lithuania, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Portugal, Romania, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden.   
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Figure 6: Statutory Corporate Tax Rate 1995-2017 
 

The same dataset also provides the values of our dependent variable, the percentage 
change in the country's real GDP on an annual basis. As a proxy for the corporate tax 
rate, we used the statutory corporate income tax level imposed by the specific countries. 
The list of the control variables used and several model specifications are located in the 
appendix. Figure 7 shows the average values of GDP annual change (left axis) paired 
with the average level of the corporate tax rate (right axis) in our panel dataset. What 
emerges from this graph is that, while there is a clear reduction in the average level 
of the corporate tax rate, the trend in economic growth does not seem to show an 
opposite pattern. This may suggest, at first glance, that the correlation between the 
two trends is not particularly strong. 

 
Figure 7: annual change in the gross domestic product and the corporate tax rate  
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6.3 Empirical strategy 
Our research question is the quantification of the effect of the corporate tax rate on the 
level of economic growth of a country. The econometric technique we have chosen to 
use is the Within Estimator, an estimator able to isolate the fixed effects of each 
country and thus to identify the real contribution of the corporate tax rate to the level 
of GDP growth. The macroeconomic trends shared by the various countries have been 
carefully considered, to isolate even more effectively the effect of our variable of 
interest.80 Table 3 presents the results of our analysis. The values of the coefficients for 
the variable "Year" are not reported for the sake of clarity, as their interpretation is not 
useful for our purpose. 
 

Table 3: The relationship between corporate tax and GDP growth 

 (1) 
VARIABLES Fixed Effects 
  
Statutory rate 0.0117 
 (0.0477) 
Population growth -0.462 
 (0.494) 
Public expenditure -0.231*** 
 (0.0507) 
Trade Openness 0.0131* 
 (0.00660) 
Inflation -0.0948*** 
 (0.0110) 
Unemployment -0.131** 
 (0.0541) 
Constant 15.15*** 
 (2.190) 
  
Observations 465 
Number of country1 22 
R-squared 0.563 
Country FE YES 
Year FE YES 

Robust standard errors in parentheses 
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 

 
 
Our results show that the growth rate of the economy from 1995 to 2017 is positively 
correlated with the statutory corporate tax rate. The estimated coefficient implies that 
a 10-percentage point increase in the corporate tax rate is associated with a 0.11% 
increase in the annual GDP growth rate. However, the result is not statistically 
significant. Therefore, our analysis does not show a substantial correlation between the 

 
80 Formally, what has been done is to create a dummy variable for each year. For a more detailed explanation of the 
technique used, see the appendix. 
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level of the corporate tax rate and the economic growth of a country. Using more 
sophisticated model specifications, such as considering a time lag rather than more 
complex functional forms compared to the simple linear relationship, the results are 
similar in order of magnitude and remain non-significant.81 
This result, although quite simplified, can capture a fundamental aspect already noted 
by the literature. In particular, our results are in line with the Gechert and Heimberger 
ones. The two authors conducted a meta-regression encompassing 42 papers (about 
441 estimates), and concluded that "corporate tax changes have no economically 
relevant or statistically significant effect on economic growth".82,83 On that note, the 
authors point out that the papers that followed Gordon and Lee’s publication suffered 
from a persistent publication bias towards negative correlations, and failed to recognise 
that although negative, the correlation was not statistically significant.84,85 The graph 
below (figure 8) shows all the coefficients (appropriately standardised) included in 
Gechert and Heimberger’s analysis. The x-axis shows the value of the estimated 
coefficient, while the y-axis shows the precision of the estimate (i.e., the inverse of the 
standard deviation). Most of the estimates coincide with values close to zero, while the 
average (vertical line) is about -0.02. This suggests that our analysis is coherent with 
previous results reported in the literature. 
 
 

 
Figure 8: The coefficients in Gechert and Heimberger’s analysis 

 

 
81 For more details, see the appendix. 
82 Gechert, S. und P. Heimberger (2021), “Do corporate tax cuts boost economic growth?”, IMK Working Paper, 210. 
83 Ibid. 
84 It is well known that publishers are more likely to publish empirical research papers whose results are statistically 
significant and in line with mainstream economic theory. This is mainly because a significant result 'attracts' readers 
more, ensuring that the journal has a higher circulation. For a more detailed discussion, see Andrews and Kasy (2019). 
85 Gechert, S. und P. Heimberger (2021), “Do corporate tax cuts boost economic growth?”, IMK Working Paper, 210. 
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6.4 Policy Implications 
Our estimate analysis entails precise policy implications. Indeed, if the growth rate of the 
economy is not correlated with the level of the corporate tax rate, it means that the 
transmission chains we highlighted at the beginning of this section do not have a 
significant impact on the economic system in the long run. A possible explanation of this 
phenomenon is provided by the theory of hedonic adaptation of entrepreneurs. 
Hypothesising a corporate tax rate cut, the cost of capital would be reduced, which in 
the short run favours an increase in investment by firms. In the long run, however, it is 
plausible to assume that entrepreneurs will adapt to the new level of the corporate 
tax rate. Consequently, the positive link on the level of investment will gradually diminish, 
neutralising its effect on economic growth. At that stage, factors unrelated to the level 
of the corporate tax rate (e.g. technology, labour market structure, level of demand, etc.) 
will again become central to the investment strategies of entrepreneurs, who will have 
internalised the new level of the corporate tax rate. In the past, economies have 
delivered proper levels of economic growth even with high corporate tax rates, as we 
showed graphically in the previous section. Proposals like the OECD/G20 Inclusive 
Framework ones are particularly welcomed from a strictly econometric point of view, as 
they can increase government revenues without sacrificing the level of economic 
activity and, hence, collective welfare. 
 

Conclusion 
 
Multinational enterprises have been able to exploit to their advantage the weaknesses 
in international tax treaties to minimise their tax burdens. Following decades of 
legislative backwardness, the OECD/G20 Inclusive Framework’s recent proposal, which 
strives to mitigate the negative effects of tax minimising practices, seeks to ensure a 
level-playing field for companies worldwide. Indeed, the action of recognising that 
global problems require global solutions, and the will to find a worldwide agreement, 
both represent a historical step towards a fairer distribution of taxing rights among 
jurisdictions. Sections 1-4 provided the qualitative background for an in-depth 
understanding of the international corporate tax system’s evolution and weaknesses. 
Particular emphasis has been placed on the OECD/G20 Inclusive Framework's 
Statement. Sections 5-6 built on the qualitative analysis to evaluate the economic and 
political implications of the Statement at the quantitative level, reaching two 
conclusions. First, Pillar Two will likely increase the tax base of the less competitive tax 
regimes due to the Pillar two homogeneous tax rate (sec. 5.4), as forecasted by the 
OECD (sec. 2.3). Second, in line with an established strand of literature, we find that a 
general increase in the CIT rate does not have the often cited detrimental effects on 
the economy. The corporate income tax may therefore be used as a useful policy tool 
for governments, without harming the development of the private sector. Taxation is, and 
will likely remain, a central topic in the international public debate. Close monitoring 
of the two Pillars’ implementation is needed, coupled with continuous work to mitigate 
the weaknesses that may arise from this implementation. 
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Methodological appendix 
 
This technical appendix contains all the specifications of the model used to estimate the 
impact of the corporate tax on economic activity in European countries. This document 
is useful for anyone who wants to know the precise details of the construction of the 
dataset and the type of model used. We will then report in more detail the information 
needed to replicate our experiment. For those who are interested, it is possible to request 
both the dataset and the codes used by writing to the email address: 
roberto.fei01@icatt.it. It is important to remember here that our work does not claim to 
be a development or innovation concerning the existing literature on the subject. We 
aimed to replicate an analysis based on a dataset of 22 European countries as 
homogeneous as possible. We chose the period 1995-2017 as our timeframe, to have a 
sufficiently large (22 years) but recent enough timeframe to allow our readers to 
contextualise our work in a historical period they are more familiar with. 

Empirical strategy 

The empirical strategy we used is therefore aimed at quantifying the effect of the 
corporate tax rate on economic growth. To do so, we have used the following 
specification: 

GRit= i+ t+ ρRateit+ Xit'+ it  

Where GRit is the real GDP growth rate from 1995 to 2017, Rateit is the statutory 
corporate tax rate in the same reference period. The variable i is a dummy variable that 
collects the unobserved country-specific effects: this variable is time-invariant and can 
capture all those "innate" characteristics of a country. The vector t represents the year 
effect, i.e., all those macroeconomic trends common to the various countries. The vector 
Xit collects instead the control variables, which include population growth, an index of 
trade openness, the ratio between public expenditure and GDP, the inflation rate, and 
the unemployment rate, measured for each country in the reference year. The choice of 
control variables partly follows the choice of Gordon and Lee (2005), the reference 
paper on the topic under analysis. 

As mentioned above, we decided to use the statutory corporate tax rate as the variable 
of interest. We could have used some different specifications, such as the effective 
average tax rate (EATR) or the effective marginal tax rate (EMTR). In the work of Gordon 
and Lee (2005) an Instrumental Variable approach is also proposed, to try to overcome 
the possible endogeneity of the corporate tax rate. For this, the weighted average of 
the corporate tax rate of neighbouring countries, weighted concerning the distance 
between the countries under consideration, is proposed as an instrument (Gordon and 
Lee, 2005). We have chosen not to use these measures mainly for two reasons: first, their 
interpretation would have been more complicated, and therefore less intuitive for our 
readers; second, the papers examined to build this model reported almost identical 
results. We, therefore, opted for a more standard specification for our variable of 
interest. 
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Control Variables 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
VARIABLES N mean sd min max 
      
Rate 465 26.65 8.536 9 56.80 
Change_gdp 465 2.657 3.633 -14.81 25.12 
Change_pop 465 0.233 0.813 -2.233 3.376 
Exp_gdp 465 45.45 7.159 26 64.80 
Ratio_exp_imp 465 104.0 53.86 37.11 416.4 
Inflation 465 4.021 9.480 -4.478 154.8 
Unemployment 465 9.047 4.456 1.810 27.47 
      

Figure 1: Control variables 

Figure 1 shows the summary statistics of the other control variables included in our model. 
Of these, the variables relating to the annual variation of the population and the level of 
public expenditure of the country concerning the gross domestic product have been 
downloaded from the OECD database. The data on inflation and unemployment were 
taken from the World Bank database. For the variable measuring trade openness, we 
chose to use the metrics offered by the Our Word in Data website, a non-profit 
organisation that provides many databases. The variable we have chosen as an index of 
trade openness is calculated as the ratio of the sum of exports and imports to the total 
output of a country. Although it is a "crude" indicator for measuring the economic 
openness of a country, not capturing many of its nuances, it is very effective in tracking 
its evolution over time. 

Results 

The result of our analysis, using the model described by equation (1), is reported in the 
main body of the text. What we stress here is the fact that the variable of interest is not 
statistically significant: such a high p-value suggests a non-significant effect of the 
corporate tax rate in explaining the variability offered by economic growth. 

Table 1: The relationship between corporate tax and GDP growth 

 (1) 
VARIABLES Fixed Effects 
  
Statutory rate 0.0117 
 (0.0477) 
Population growth -0.462 
 (0.494) 
Public expenditure -0.231*** 
 (0.0507) 
Trade Openness 0.0131* 
 (0.00660) 
Inflation -0.0948*** 
 (0.0110) 
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Unemployment -0.131** 
 (0.0541) 
Constant 15.15*** 
 (2.190) 
  
Observations 465 
Number of country1 22 
R-squared 0.563 
Country FE YES 
Year FE YES 

Robust standard errors in parentheses 
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 

 

However, the model thus specified left at least three questions open. First, nothing was 
said about the possibility that the corporate tax rate is endogenous to economic growth. 
There might also be a reverse causal effect from the level of growth to the level of 
taxation: in periods of high growth, tax leverage could be used to create a larger tax 
base to subsidise investment. At the same time, in periods of low growth, policies to 
reduce the level of taxation could be implemented. For the sake of linearity, we have 
chosen not to address this issue, referring to Gordon and Lee (2005) for a possible 
approach. 

Two other issues remain to be dealt with since we might ask whether the effect of the 
corporate tax rate on economic growth is not more complex. It might take some time lag 
to see the effects of a tax cut on the level of business investment, due to purely 
organisational needs. Therefore, we decided to use the same model provided by 
equation (1) but apply a time lag to the corporate tax rate variable. In this way, we were 
able to study the effects on the economic growth of the corporate tax rate in the 
previous 1 and 5 years. The results are presented in Tables 2 and 3. 

As can be seen, in the model with the lag of only 1 year (Table 2), the variable remains 
statistically non-significant. This remains consistent with the results of the previous model. 
In the model with a longer time lag (Table 3), the variable is significant, but at a very low 
level (10%). Theoretically, it is possible that some investments, incentivised by cheaper 
taxation could move with a certain time lag, for example in capital-intensive sectors. 
However, it is also true that five years is too long a time lag to defend this approach at 
a general level, which is why we do not find this result particularly interesting for our 
analysis. 

Table 2: The relationship between corporate tax and GDP growth – 1 year lag 

 

 (1) 
VARIABLES Fixed Effects 
  
Statutory rate (1 year lag) 0.0208 
 (0.0359) 
Population growth -0.467 
 (0.486) 
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Public expenditure -0.259*** 
 (0.0534) 
Trade Openness 0.0121* 
 (0.00665) 
Inflation -0.0889*** 
 (0.00843) 
Unemployment -0.101** 
 (0.0395) 
Constant 16.54*** 
 (2.503) 
  
Observations 463 
Number of country1 22 
R-squared 0.584 
Country FE YES 
Year FE YES 

Robust standard errors in parentheses 
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 

 
Table 3: The relationship between corporate tax and GDP growth – 5 years lag 

 
 (1) 
VARIABLES 

 

  
Statutory rate (5 year lag) 0.0470* 
 (0.0261) 
Population growth -0.579 
 (0.523) 
Public expenditure -0.296*** 
 (0.0571) 
Trade Openness 0.00400 
 (0.0102) 
Inflation -0.115*** 
 (0.0228) 
Unemployment -0.0974** 
 (0.0468) 
Constant 18.17*** 
 (3.036) 
  
Observations 442 
Number of country1 22 
R-squared 0.595 
Country FE YES 
Year FE YES 

Robust standard errors in parentheses 
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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Finally, it is important to ask whether the relationship between corporate tax rate and 
economic growth is not more complex due to non-linear relationships between the two 
variables. In this respect, there are no examples in the literature of such hypotheses, but 
for the sake of completeness of the analysis, we have nevertheless decided to attempt 
such an approach. It is possible to hypothesise that the effect of a reduction (increase) 
in taxation has a non-linear impact on a country's economic growth. Table 4 shows the 
results of our analysis using first and second-order polynomial levels for the variable of 
interest. As can easily be seen, neither of the two model specifications reports 
statistically significant values for our variable, indicating that the linear relationship is the 
best one to describe the relationship. 

Table 4: The relationship between corporate tax and GDP growth – polynomial 

 (1) 
VARIABLES Fixed Effects 
  
Statutory rate 0.0332 
 (0.102) 
Statutory rate (^2) -0.000364 
 (0.00131) 
Population growth -0.461 
 (0.492) 
Public expenditure -0.229*** 
 (0.0493) 
Trade Openness 0.0130* 
 (0.00650) 
Inflation -0.0954*** 
 (0.0113) 
Unemployment -0.133** 
 (0.0544) 
Constant 14.81*** 
 (2.421) 
  
Observations 465 
Number of country1 22 
R-squared 0.563 
Country FE YES 
Year FE YES 

Robust standard errors in parentheses 
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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